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Take a look at this the harlequin (anita blake, vampire hunter #15) by laurell k. hamilton
anita blake is about to face the challenge of her life. into her world-a world already
overflowing with power-have come creatures so feared that powerful, centuries-old
vampires refuse to mention their names. it is forbidden to speak of the harlequin unless
you've been contacted. and to be contacted by the harlequin is to be under sentence of
death. long-time rivals for an anita blake is about to face the challenge of her life. into
her world-a world already overflowing with power-have come creatures so feared that
powerful, centuries-old vampires refuse to mention their names. it is forbidden to speak
of the harlequin unless you've been contacted. and to be contacted by the harlequin is to
be under sentence of death. long-time rivals for anita's affections, jean-claude, master
vampire of the city, and richard, alpha-werewolf, will need to become allies.
shapeshifters nathaniel and micah will have to step up their support. and then there's

edward. in this situation, anita knows that she needs to call the one man who has always
been there for her... .more
Download: the-harlequin-----anita-blake-vampire-hunter-15.pdf
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ARTICLES ON FORGOTTEN REALMS NOVELS, INCLUDING: DARK
ELF TRILOGY, LEGACY OF THE DROW, THE ELMINSTER SERIES,
LIST OF FORGOTTEN REALMS NOVELS, THE AVATAR SERIES,
ICEWIND DALE TRILOGY, WAR OF THE SPIDER QUEEN, MAZTICA
TRILOGY, HUNTER'S BLADES TRILOGY
hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate
content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to
date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under
creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books continues to increase
in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain content hephaestus
Readable/Downloadable
books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources
to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content
has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under creative commons
licensing, although as hephaestus books continues to increase in scope and
dimension, more licensed and public domain content is being added. we believe
books such as this represent a new and exciting lexicon in the sharing of human
knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration focused on forgotten realms
novels.more info: the list of forgotten realms novels is a listing of the many works
of fantasy fiction that are based in the role-playing game setting of the forgotten
realms. ...more

CIRQUE DU FREAK: THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT, VOL 2 (CIRQUE
DU FREAK: THE MANGA #2)
the barnes & noble review darren shan continues the saga of a teenage boy who
gets unwittingly drawn into a world of vampires, werewolves, and other freaky
creatures with this second installment in his innovative cirque du freak series.
shan's protagonist, who bears the same name as the author, is one of the most
complex and innovative characters ever to see the light o the barnes & noble
review darren shan continues the saga of a teenage boy who gets unwittingly
drawn into a world of vampires, werewolves, and other freaky creatures with this
second installment in his innovative cirque du freak series. shan's protagonist,
who bears the same name as the author, is one of the most complex and
innovative characters ever to see the light of day -- a freedom he may soon lose if
he gives in to his craving for human blood and becomes a full vampire rather than
a mere half-blood. darren's dilemma is a tough one: drink the blood of a fellow
human -- an act that will cost him the few remaining shreds of his humanity -- or
die. feeling lost, lonely, and at odds with himself, darren is delighted when his
vampiric mentor, mr. crepsley, makes the decision to rejoin the traveling freak
Readable/Downloadable
show. among the oddball characters who comprise the show's performers, darren
finally makes some friends, most of whom are as weird or weirder than he is. in
an effort to regain some semblance of his old life, darren also befriends two
outsiders, normal human beings whose well-intentioned actions will eventually
lead to tragic results. as events unfold with the same sense of inevitability as the
rising and setting sun, darren is once again torn between his own needs and those
of the others around him. his heroism and self-sacrifice -- all done in the name of
friendship -- garner results that are both tragic and rewarding. it's to the author's
credit that despite their deformities, strange abilities, and offbeat appearances,
most of the oddball characters who populate the cirque du freak come across as
refreshingly self-reliant, confident, and...well.normal. this tight-knit community of
outcasts, with their strong sense of family and friendship, make for an intriguing
supporting cast. and while most ya readers may not be able to relate personally to
darren's moral and ethical struggles with his vampirism, they will undoubtedly
connect with his overwhelming desire to fit in somewhere and belong. (beth
amos) .more
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NOVELS BY R A SALVATORE, INCLUDING: VECTOR PRIME, THE
DARK ELF TRILOGY, LEGACY OF THE DROW, THE WOODS OUT
BACK, THE ICEWIND DALE TRILOGY, THE HUNTER'S BLADES
TRILOGY, PATHS OF DARKNESS, THE CLERIC QUINTET, THE
DRAGON'S DAGGER, DRAGONSLAYER'S RETURN
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
Readable/Downloadable
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on novels by r. a. salvatore. ...more

THE VAMPIRE'S SPECIAL LOVER (WOLVES OF STONE RIDGE #16)
out of the cage: a good relationship needs three things: respect, communication,
and compromise…besides love, of course. vincent dobs marché thought he
scented his beloved—his fated one-and-only—at a shifter enforcer challenge
months ago. since rogue shifters killed his mother, bonding with one is the last
thing he wants to do. he runs from the knowledge, vowing to live hi out of the
cage: a good relationship needs three things: respect, communication, and
compromise…besides love, of course. vincent dobs marché thought he scented his
beloved—his fated one-and-only—at a shifter enforcer challenge months ago.
since rogue shifters killed his mother, bonding with one is the last thing he wants
to do. he runs from the knowledge, vowing to live his life alone. fate has other
plans. slowly, blood from human donors becomes unpalatable to him, until it’s
Readable/Downloadable
easier to go hungry than deal with the taste. when he hits the verge of collapse, his
friends step in, forcing him to return to stone ridge and give the shifter a chance.
when dobs meets his beloved, franklin drunger for the first time, the big, sexy,
wolf shifter’s blood calls to him. frankie seems just fine with the idea of dobs
drinking from him, so he gives in to his desire and bites the man. reb, frankie’s
protective older brother, isn’t nearly as open-minded and attacks dobs. acting on
instinct, frankie defends his mate, shifting to wolf form. dobs panics at the sight of
the wolf and insults his beloved. angry and hurt, frankie flees. can dobs learn to
accept the gift fate has given him and convince frankie to give him another
chance? or is it too late for him to earn the love of the special shifter he’s been
given? ...more

A SUMMONER'S TALE: THE VAMPIRE'S CONFESSOR (KNIGHTS OF
BLACK SWAN, BOOK #3)
best paranormal romance novel of the year, reviewers' choice awards, the
paranormal romance guild. new york times & usa today bestselling author,
victoria danann, continues elora's epic journey with another intricately woven tale
of romance in another world. no cliffhangers. baka is forced to relive his tragic
life as human and confront his abominable life as a vampi best paranormal
romance novel of the year, reviewers' choice awards, the paranormal romance
guild. new york times & usa today bestselling author, victoria danann, continues
elora's epic journey with another intricately woven tale of romance in another
world. no cliffhangers. baka is forced to relive his tragic life as human and
confront his abominable life as a vampire, at the same time, elora laiken faces an
ultimate test of survival after being attacked by assassins from her dimension of
origin. two friends, joined by a mystical bond, separated by distance, must
simultaneously struggle alone through their own personal tortures in pain and
darkness. if you love romance, fantasy, science fiction, strong female characters,
alpha males and complex stories with erotic elements, this serial is right for you.
age 17+. reading this serial in order is strongly recommended. ...more
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THE MONSTER HUNTER'S HANDBOOK: THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
SAVING MANKIND FROM VAMPIRES, ZOMBIES, HELLHOUNDS,
AND OTHER MYTHICAL BEASTS
a fascinating, eye-popping, and one-of-a-kind handbook of the monsters that have
beset mankind for millennia, and the fabulous weapons with which to battle them.
in this incomparable and fully illustrated compendium, classicist ibrahim amin
reintroduces the ancient art of monster hunting to a whole new generation of
intrepid warriors. from a hellhound's three-headed assault a fascinating, eyepopping, and one-of-a-kind handbook of the monsters that have beset mankind for
millennia, and the fabulous weapons with which to battle them. in this
Readable/Downloadable
incomparable and fully illustrated compendium, classicist ibrahim amin
reintroduces the ancient art of monster hunting to a whole new generation of
intrepid warriors. from a hellhound's three-headed assault to a brain-eating zombie
attack, the monster hunter's handbook instructs readers in the background of each
creature and the dangers each present. it also includes an impressive catalog of the
premodern world's most powerful armament. illustrated by richard horne, the
creator of the wildly successful 101 things to do before you die, this trusty book
details everything a new generation of valiant monster hunters needs to know to
vanquish antiquity's biggest—and baddest—beasts. ...more

HUNTER'S GAMES: AN ADRIAN HELL THRILLER (ADRIAN HELL
#2)
who is the predator, and who is the prey? adrian hell, the legendary assassin, has
been commissioned to take out a government official who’s found himself on the
wrong side of the wrong people. the job goes as planned, but before adrian can
leave the scene, he’s taken into custody by the fbi. enter grace chambers, a nononsense fbi agent who asks adrian for his help in brin who is the predator, and
who is the prey? adrian hell, the legendary assassin, has been commissioned to
take out a government official who’s found himself on the wrong side of the
wrong people. the job goes as planned, but before adrian can leave the scene, he’s
taken into custody by the fbi. enter grace chambers, a no-nonsense fbi agent who
asks adrian for his help in bringing down a terrorist calling himself the shark,
who's responsible for several recent attacks. he reluctantly agrees, but things aren't
what they seem, and as the truth behind adrian's involvement is revealed, so too is
the full extent of the shark's horrifying plans. in this non-stop, blockbuster thriller,
adrian is forced into a deadly game of cat and mouse, going bullet for bullet while
the fate of thousands of innocent people hangs in the balance. the result is
relentless action, laugh-out-loud humor and some of the most iconic set-pieces
ever written, that will leave you slack-jawed and short of breath; gasping for
more! interview with james p. sumner q: james, what can readers expect from the
adrian hell series? a: the pace of the series is unrelenting, and each book is written
like an action movie. the main character is believable – he could quite easily be
Readable/Downloadable
the guy sitting next to you in the bar. you want him to succeed, even if you don’t
always like how he goes about things, because you can relate to him. the books
are filled with action and humor. guys will want to be adrian hell, and women will
want to be with him! q: why the big re-release? what’s changed? a: i’ve been
writing for almost two years, and as an author, i’m constantly improving. i’ve
reached a stage now where i believe i can make each book realize its full
potential. in the big re-release of march 2015, the books have additional content,
re-designed covers and professional editing. that’s why i’m keen to make them as
available as possible, because even if you’ve read them before, it’s definitely
worth re-reading them now. the biggest change is crucible becoming true
conviction – a title which i think captures the essence of the story much better
than before. there’s also close to 10,000 words of additional story content in there.
it’s free, so check it out! q: who would you compare adrian hell to? a: he’s
definitely inspired by many different characters, but i don’t want to compare him
to anyone. he’s not the next anybody, he’s the first adrian hell, and i hope people
find both the character and his stories original and refreshing. q: so, what’s next
for you? a: 2015 is going to be focused on building the brand and my audience. i
expect at least two new releases this year as well. you can visit my website,
www.jamespsumner.com for all latest information on adrian hell, and sign up for
the mailing list to receive updates on future novels in the series. the complete
adrian hell action thriller series true conviction hunter’s games one last bullet
...more
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THE VAMPIRE'S GEEK (WOLVES OF STONE RIDGE #26)
out of the cage: running away from trouble is wise...unless trouble follows you
wherever you go. toby dallow followed his employer, mentor, and friend, edwin
aldridge, to the small mountain town of stone ridge, colorado. while he'd never
begrudge edwin the bond he has with his wolf shifter mate, toby longs for
something like that of his own. when a handsome stranger picks h out of the cage:
running away from trouble is wise.unless trouble follows you wherever you go.
toby dallow followed his employer, mentor, and friend, edwin aldridge, to the
small mountain town of stone ridge, colorado. while he'd never begrudge edwin
the bond he has with his wolf shifter mate, toby longs for something like that of
his own. when a handsome stranger picks him up in a grocery store, at first, he
thinks it's a joke. learning the man is sincere, toby takes advantage. after all, he
thinks not too many sexy studs are into overweight science geeks. blamed for
something he didn't do, tullion kuznetsov is on the run. traveling back roads in
search of a place to hole up, he stops for supplies. his vampiric senses fixate on
the blood of a short, plump human browsing the cereal aisle. drawing closer,
mixed feelings assault him when he realizes he's finally found his beloved. unable
to resist his other half's siren call, tullion embraces the gift fate has given him.at
least, for one night. then, he'll need to walk away. after all, how can he, in good
conscience, involve the shy, quiet toby in his problems? .more
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THE VAMPIRE'S WARDEN (UNDEAD IN BROWN COUNTY #1)
he moved. it was a flash in the moonlight, a blur of motion like i'd never
witnessed before. no human had the capacity to move like that. when i found
myself face-to-face with him there in the meadow, i knew without a doubt that the
journal was authentic. i knew that my grandfather hadn't been crazy at all. because
a foot away from me stood a vampire. what do you do when yo he moved. it was
a flash in the moonlight, a blur of motion like i'd never witnessed before. no
human had the capacity to move like that. when i found myself face-to-face with
Readable/Downloadable
him there in the meadow, i knew without a doubt that the journal was authentic. i
knew that my grandfather hadn't been crazy at all. because a foot away from me
stood a vampire. what do you do when you find out the people you trust have
been hiding a terrible secret? when sarah wood's father passes away and hands
over to her the responsibility of running the family's inn, she finds put things are
far more complicated than she first imagined. she's not just responsible for
running the inn. she's become the vampire's warden. this is part one of a three-part
series. it is 31,880 words long. it is a novella. ...more

A SUMMONER'S TALE: THE VAMPIRE'S CONFESSOR (KNIGHTS OF
BLACK SWAN #3)
best paranormal romance novel of 2013,reviewers' choice awards,the paranormal
romance guild. "danann is queen of alpha male characters." - slashed reads "let me
just say ~ squeeeee!" - reviewing in chaos baka is forced to relive his tragic life as
human and confront his abominable life as a vampire, at the same time, elora
laiken faces an ultimate test of survival after bein best paranormal romance novel
of 2013,reviewers' choice awards,the paranormal romance guild. "danann is queen
of alpha male characters." - slashed reads "let me just say ~ squeeeee!" reviewing in chaos baka is forced to relive his tragic life as human and confront
his abominable life as a vampire, at the same time, elora laiken faces an ultimate
test of survival after being attacked by assassins from her dimension of origin.
two friends, joined by a mystical bond, separated by distance, must
Readable/Downloadable
simultaneously struggle alone through their own personal tortures in pain and
darkness. erotic paranormal romance. if you love romance, fantasy, science
fiction, strong female characters, alpha males and complex stories with erotic
elements, this serial is right for you. age 17+. reading this serial in order is
strongly recommended. the vampire librarian says... "if you have been following
the black swan series you will know that everything that has happened in the first
two books, my familiar stranger and the witches dream leads to the events in the
vampire’s confessor. this sizzling story of loves won and lost weaves a tale of
magic, mystery and intrigue with each individual book telling its own love story."
"what can i say, other than the series has it all." - the paranormal romance guild
".my favorite so far." - vampire romance books.com ".great job of creating a
world that we will never see but where anything may seem possible." - the urban
girl reader .more
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VAN RICHTEN'S MONSTER HUNTER'S COMPENDIUM VOLUME
TWO (ADVANCED DUNGEONS &AMP; DRAGONS, 2ND EDITION:
RAVENLOFT, CAMPAIGN ACCESSORY)
eight years have passed since the popular van richten's guide series debuted and
redefined the way dungeon masters and players view monsters of the horror genre.
since then, creatures of the night have displayed unexpected and devastating
powers in ad&d games, giving player characters new reasons to be very afraid.
this compilation of van richten's guide to ghosts, the eight years have passed since
the popular van richten's guide series debuted and redefined the way dungeon
Readable/Downloadable
masters and players view monsters of the horror genre. since then, creatures of the
night have displayed unexpected and devastating powers in ad&d games, giving
player characters new reasons to be very afraid. this compilation of van richten's
guide to ghosts, the lich, and the ancient dead is the second of three volumes that
will introduce the famous monster hunter and his methods to a new generation of
roleplayers. updated and annotated by the heirs to van richten's legacy, this series
imitates the physical format of the ad&d wizard's and priest's spell compendiums,
as this information is useful to any ad&d campaign, in any setting. ...more

OBSESS MUCH? (A NEUROTIC VAMPIRE'S TALE)
forget everything you know about therapy—and vampires—as you peek inside
the broken mind of an immortal with more issues than tv guide. meet dr. conor
o’malley. snarky. deliciously broody. a bit naughty. beyond neurotic and quirky. a
huge fan of the f-bomb. carries a sterling silver cross for good luck. and he’s more
screwed up than most of his psych-patients. oh, and did i ment forget everything
you know about therapy—and vampires—as you peek inside the broken mind of
an immortal with more issues than tv guide. meet dr. conor o’malley. snarky.
deliciously broody. a bit naughty. beyond neurotic and quirky. a huge fan of the fbomb. carries a sterling silver cross for good luck. and he’s more screwed up than
most of his psych-patients. oh, and did i mention, he’s absolutely nothing like any
vampire you’ve ever seen? especially the unique ways he feeds, but i won’t go
and spoil that surprise. it’s just too much fun! crazy thing is, that doesn’t even
skim the surface with what makes conor so entertaining. his twisted
thoughts—and witty banter with his hilarious friends—will have you laughing
your ass off, even when you know you probably shouldn’t. just don’t be surprised
Readable/Downloadable
if in the very next chapter he has you crying in your cheerios when he shares the
deep dark parts of his tortured soul. so grab a glass of wine—your favorite comfy
clothes—and curl up with the perfect book boyfriend to send your emotions on a
rollercoaster ride you’ll never forget. and let dr. o’malley’s rather unorthodox
methods assist you in your journey towards achieving mental health. if you dare!
therapy has never been so twisted! “humor. suspense. romance. heartache. thrills.
and shocking twists. buckle up the straightjacket—you’re in for one hell of a
crazy ride!” karyn degiorgio, word forward reviews warning: if you’re looking for
a traditional vampire novel loaded with death and destruction, this probably isn’t
the book for you. but if you’re in the mood for something quirky, straying outside
the lines of the norm, give obsess much? a try. i promise, you’ll be so glad you
did. just keep in mind, this isn’t a vampire novel. the fact that our neurotic doctor
just happens to be one, is more a personality trait that makes his mental anguish
even more entertaining. (a modern day interview with the vampire meets monk)
content rating: r yes, there are a few naughty scenes, but nothing raunchy. just be
warned our moody vamp does have a bit of a potty mouth. ...more

THE VAMPIRE'S FALL (THE SAINT-PIERRES #8)
one kiss could cost him everything... half-vampire blade saint-pierre had no
choice but to defend the beautiful stranger wandering near tangle lake from her
demon attackers. yet, when he sees her blood run black, blade must deny his
fierce instinct to bite – because the black blood of a demon means certain death.
zenia is drawn to her mysterious rescuer and, when an adve one kiss could cost
him everything. half-vampire blade saint-pierre had no choice but to defend the
Readable/Downloadable
beautiful stranger wandering near tangle lake from her demon attackers. yet, when
he sees her blood run black, blade must deny his fierce instinct to bite – because
the black blood of a demon means certain death. zenia is drawn to her mysterious
rescuer and, when an adversary attempts to claim zenia as his queen, she needs
blade’s protection more than ever. but it’s only a matter of time until zen’s
magical identity – and the reason blade must always remain forbidden – is
revealed. .more
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SOMETHING WICKED (VAMPIRE'S WITCH SAGA, #4)
something wicked (book #4 in the vampire’s witch saga) was inspired by actual
events and their resulting, recurring nightmares. skyla jane judge has committed
herself to her immortal life and her soon-to-be-immortal lover, but her past
continues to haunt her. if they were meant to be, why is she still drawn to a lover
from her previous life? and he to her? what did she die f something wicked (book
#4 in the vampire’s witch saga) was inspired by actual events and their resulting,
recurring nightmares. skyla jane judge has committed herself to her immortal life
and her soon-to-be-immortal lover, but her past continues to haunt her. if they
were meant to be, why is she still drawn to a lover from her previous life? and he
Readable/Downloadable
to her? what did she die for if not to start anew? might it really be her fate to
spend eternity with him? complicating matters, her dearest friend’s life hangs in
the balance of this uncertainty, and skyla turns to a trio of witches for help.
through their mastery of sorcery, they guide the hand of fate and allow skyla’s
restless soul room to explore and evolve. of course, with that door open, the
unexpected just might walk through. in something wicked, skyla struggles to be
true to those closest to her. but can she be true to herself at the same time? or will
fate force her to make a heartbreaking choice? something wicked is book #4 of the
vampire’s witch saga, following book #1 (the den), book #2 (in the blood), and
book #3 (the seventh day). book #5 in the series is forthcoming soon. ...more

THE VAMPIRE'S PHOTOGRAPH (OLIVER NOCTURNE #1)
a compelling new take on contemporary fantasy & vampire stories with a new
kind of hero, torn between dark and light, on a quest to discover the truth about
his origins and his significance. oliver nocturne has a fairly typical childhood - for
a vampire. but oliver is different from those around him - his gore-loving vampire
schoolmates, his loving vampire parents, and a compelling new take on
contemporary fantasy & vampire stories with a new kind of hero, torn between
dark and light, on a quest to discover the truth about his origins and his
Readable/Downloadable
significance. oliver nocturne has a fairly typical childhood - for a vampire. but
oliver is different from those around him - his gore-loving vampire schoolmates,
his loving vampire parents, and his obnoxious older brother, bane. that's because,
unbeknownst to oliver, he's a little more human than the rest of them. when
emalie, an artistic and defiant human girl with a troubled past, unknowingly takes
a picture of him, its sets them both off on a quest to uncover his true origins and
the special purpose the vampire world has in store for him. ...more

THE VAMPIRE'S KISS (NIGHTMARE HALL #22)
a salem university co-ed mourns the loss of her deceased boyfriend lucas, and
becomes alarmed when she realizes that one of the new young men in her life is
really lucas returning as a vampire to lure her to the other side.
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VAMPIRE'S TANGO (WICKED GAMES, #2 2)
vampire alexandre renard never met a more intriguing woman than veronica
marshall. he waited for weeks for the mysterious woman to make her move...and
wasn't disappointed when they shared a seductive dance at a paris tango club.
their passion made him want to savor their embrace forever--even though he knew
that veronica was a slayer waiting for her chance to destroy him vampire
alexandre renard never met a more intriguing woman than veronica marshall. he
waited for weeks for the mysterious woman to make her move.and wasn't
Readable/Downloadable
disappointed when they shared a seductive dance at a paris tango club. their
passion made him want to savor their embrace forever--even though he knew that
veronica was a slayer waiting for her chance to destroy him faced with an early
death, veronica became a vampire hunter to do some good in the world before
being forced to leave it. but as her game of cat-and-mouse with alexandre turned
into nights of unforgettable pleasure, how could she destroy the man she came to
love? with time--and their enemies--against them, vampire and slayer will have to
fight to win just one more day in each other's arms .more
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THE VAMPIRE'S ASSISTANT (CIRQUE DU FREAK #2)
darren shan was just an ordinary schoolboy - until his visit to the cirque du freak.
now, as he struggles with his new life as a vampire's assistant, he tries desperately Readable/Downloadable
to resist the one temptation that sickens him, the one thing that can keep him alive.
but destiny is calling... the wolf man is waiting.

MEDUSA'S GAZE AND VAMPIRE'S BITE: THE SCIENCE OF
MONSTERS
we all know &#8220;there&#8217;s no such thing as monsters,&#8221; but our
imaginations tell us otherwise. from the mythical beasts of ancient greece to the
hormonal vampires of the twilight saga, monsters have captivated us for
millennia. matt kaplan, a noted science journalist and monster-myth enthusiast,
employs an entertaining mix of cutting-edge research a we all know
&#8220;there&#8217;s no such thing as monsters,&#8221; but our imaginations
tell us otherwise. from the mythical beasts of ancient greece to the hormonal
vampires of the twilight saga, monsters have captivated us for millennia. matt
kaplan, a noted science journalist and monster-myth enthusiast, employs an
entertaining mix of cutting-edge research and a love of lore to explore the history
behind these fantastical fictions and our hardwired obsession with things that go
Readable/Downloadable
bump in the night. ranging across history, medusa&#8217;s gaze and
vampire&#8217;s bite tackles the enduring questions that arise on the frontier
between fantasy and reality. what caused ancient minoans to create the tale of the
minotaur and its subterranean maze? did dragons really exist? what inspired the
creation of vampires and werewolves, and why are we so drawn to them? with the
eye of a journalist and the voice of a storyteller, kaplan takes readers to the
forefront of science, where our favorite figures of horror may find real-life
validation. does the legendary kraken, a squid of epic proportions, really roam the
deep? are we close to making jurassic park a reality by replicating a dinosaur from
fossilized dna? as our fears evolve, so do our monsters, and medusa&#8217;s
gaze and vampire&#8217;s bite charts the rise of the ultimate beasts, humans
themselves. ...more

BATTLE ANGEL ALITA - LAST ORDER : ANGEL &AMP; THE
VAMPIRE, VOL 06 (BATTLE ANGEL ALITA: LAST ORDER #6)
competing in the rigged z.o.t. tournament to rescue her friend lou's brain from
enslavement as a computer component, cyborg alita is locked into a battle to the
death with a vampire. rated for older teens.
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